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INTRODUCTION

or value to an educator, whose experience has been in a small
suburban school system,
school systetn.

is exposure to and study of a larger urban

With this thought in mind, the writer met with

Dr. G. c. Matzner of the Administration and Supervision Department
or Eastern Illinois University to discuss the possibilities or de
veloping a field· study in the Joliet Elementary Schools.
Tho Joliet Schools were chosen for several reasons:
A..

The size ot the district

a.

The diversified educational programs and projects

G.

The inner-city challenges

D.

The capability of the local administrator and his
staff

As a first stop, the writer met with Dr. Donald D'Amico,
Superintendent of the Joliet .Elementary Schools and Dr.
the writer's advisor, in June
field experience.

1969

G. c.

Matzner,

to ex;plain the proposal for the

As explained to Dr. D'Amico, he wished to work

under the direction of .Mr. Dale Lang, Assistant Superintendent for
Instruction.
Dr. D' Amico agreed to this field e��perience, but indicated
that he would like to have the writer begin his experience in
February

1970.

This was suggested, so that he might ooordinate

the writer's activities with two other interns from Illinois State
University.

-5The purpose of this study

was

to get an over-view of the Joliet

Schools and some i.n8ight into their on-going programs.

The writer

was

interested in getting the feeling of what it was like to be in an
urban school environment.

He

was

also interested in gaining insight

into the selection and use or effective learning resources, techniques
of introducing new

etaff to the curricul\ln, the rotraining of the

staff for new curriculum, and the organization of the general school
administration to curriculum developnent.
As a result o! the meetings with Dr. D'Amico and Mr. Lang,
arrangements for th• field experience were made.

'Ibey included

visits to three Junior High Schools and a selection of four elementary
schools of District 86, Joliet.

Thie schedule made it possible for

the writer to look at a broad spectrum of children, staff, and pro
grams.

Thia experience also included visits with oupportive personnel

such

the Language Arts Consultants, and Special F.ducation Personnel.

as

This provided the writer some insights into their relationship and
fWlction within the district program.

Attendance at all administrative

meetings and one board meeting gavo the writer an insight into the
procedures

and the kinds of problerus considered by these admini

strative bodies.
Each visit to the various schools

was

planned

eo

that the

�rriter could discuss, with the administrative head, the philosophy
of the school, problems that were particular to his school, and sane
of the kinds of programs provided.

Given this kind of experience,

one could gain some knowledge as to what it would be like to work

in a large city school system.

-6-

Thie experience would not have been possible without the
assistance of the writer's Superintendent and Board of Education.
They granted his request to spend two d�s a week in the Joliet Schools
until the field experience was completed.

The experience ran from

February 3 to April 30, 1970.
The writer met with Mr. Dale Lang on a echeduled basis to
discuss with him those things observed and planning for the following
woek.

Further supervision of the project was provided by Dr. Matzner

on regularly scheduled visits to the district.

Included in his visits

were regular meetings with Mr. Lang and the writer to discuss the
progress of the field experience.

-7-

CHAPTER I
LOG OF

ACTIVITIES

'lbe following excerpts represent eome of the experiences and
activities gained through the fieid study.
A.

Schoole Visited.
1.

February 10, 1970 - Gompers Junior High 3chool
Robert Sittmen, Principal

During the visit to Gompers, it was not possible to meet with
the principal becau:se he

was

in attendance at a meeting.

The school

iG 90 per cent black with a mixture of whites and Spanish speaking
students.

The school seemed to have a good staff and one that

was

working hard to present these junior high students with a quality
education.
A meeting with the Assistant Principal and the Science Curriculum Colllllittee, made up of junior high teachers from across the
district, revealed their job to be developing a progrem or continuity
which would include grades

6-8.

During the year 1970-71, all sixth

grades will become part of the jwlior highs.
Each area of curriculum
tees for the coming year.
were chairing these groups.

was

being rewritten by various conmdt-

Different principals throughout the district
Each committee al.so had a consultant

hired by the district from Illinois State University.

2.

February 17, 1970 - W&shington Junior High
Jack Mose, Principal

-8-

This school wae completely burned out about two years before
thie visit.
finished.

At the time of the visit, the building was not completely
Since its reopening, the school haB become a demonstration

school under Title III.
This school bas an enrollment of
cent black and

70 per cent white.

600

plus and is about

30 per

The whito poJ>ulation aoems to have

a lot of "poor whitea" and is transient.

The black population seems

to be quite stable.
The Washington School aims at the development o! a curriculum
and organizational. pattern that will facilit&te instruction and the
fulfillment of individual potential.

The school strives

the e£fects of the "lock-step" echool tradition,

and to

to

elillinate

utilize the

entire school complex in meeting the needs of the child.
The school has adopted some innovative methods to accomplish
ite aimsi
a.

Flexible Modular Scheduling
The schedule has been developed by a joint organi
zation of teachers and administration.

The emphasis

is on individualized instruction; the modular
schedule allows for varying lengths of time for
subjecte, and utili?..&tion of small and large group
instructional techniques.
b.

Team Teaching
Joliet likes to call this "cooperative teaching".
This, they feel, enables them to poo l and exchange
information

and experiences.

Cooperation also

-9-

allow for meaningful planning of experi en ces.

This

technique aids in in-service training of new teaching
personnel.

c.

Intra-Personal Grading

This method enables the child to c ompet e with his
own a bilities , not those ot other children.

This

also forces the teacher to view the students ae
individuals.

Each student receives several pro-

grese reports including an administrative report
that showe the child's behavior in �chool, d�e
In all subjects the pupils

absent and tardiness.

are graded with a letter (A-F) and an exponent,
(l-3).

The exponent (l)

means

material, (2) on grade level

above grade level

material,

(3) below

grade level material.
d.

Aseimilation of EMH Students
Junior high educable-mentally handicapped pupils
are

assi�ed to re�ular classrooms.

The students

have been included i� both the academic and social
a.ffairs of

the school.

Supportive teachers trained

in special �ducation assist the teachers and pupils.
The staff and adminiotration of t.his school aro to be congratul&ted for their efforts that

are

being brought to bear on the

problems that they fac e .
3.

February 19, 1970

-

Hufford Junior High
Mary Condon, Principal.

-10Thia junior high is presently the largest of the three junior
highe in Joliet.

It is located on the west aide ot Joliet and over

90 per eent of the ohildren are from white, middle to upper class homes.
There are approximately 60 black children that

are

buseed in from

McKinley Parle School.
Hufford has an organizational plan similar to the other two

junior high schools.

It

the

usos

r:::odul.ar tcheduling and team teaching,

but ther e have been some teachers that have not made the change complotely.
A meeting with the school'r; social studiers team in a planning
oe3sion

(all team workers of

a

department have the same planning time)

revealed the group to be well organized and cooperation between the
team

members

was

at a maximum.

It is the job of the assistant prin-

cipal to meet with the planning tea.ms.
French I and Algebra I are given to some ot the eighth grade
atudent.s.

The school has developed a relationship with the high school,

so that these students would not be
again

required to have these courses

in high school.
This school has great potential for being the best junior high

of the four schools.

With the new reorganization of the junior high

programs and staff• this building will continue to be one of the beet,
if not the best.
4.

February 24,

1970

-

ForeGt Park
John O' Ha ra , Principal

This school is a pproximat ely

97 per cent black.

It has a

white principal who is well respected by the community, stat!
children ot the building.

and the

Mr. O'Hara seems to be very dedicated

11

-

-

and does much on his own for the betterment of the school and the
children.

He haa worked very closely with the custodial staff in

refurbishing the building and devclopinu unused areas for the beet
possible use.

At times the stage and shower

rooms

have been con-

vorted to use as extra classrooms.

The

situation is

a

vory difficult one because the conmunity is

not a stable one and many problems face the people of hie cormnunity.
The start of the building ic a young and agresoive group.
are

evenly split accordi.nt.; to racial balance,

50 per cent black. )

The building

(50

They

per cent white -

ha� been a Title I school and hao

roceived a great deal of equipment and materials.

They have de-

velopod a team teaching program and with the use of aides and extra
teachers, they have accomplished much in helping the disadvantaged
child.
February 26,

5.

1970

-

Eliza Kelly
Matt Racich, Principal

This school
comnunity.

eeema to be one o f the beat rwi schools in the black

The plant its.elf is an old facility with three floors, but

one is impressed with how well the building is maintained.
The enrollment is
A visit provided a chance

99 per cent black with an integr atod staff.

to

meet each stat! member and talk about some

of his programs.
The kindergarten
D1sta.r

Bsa,diM fl'28l:E•

disadvantaged

cl.ass teS visited specifically to view the
'lbie program is designed for the culturally-

and below average students.

The director of the Dietar

Program tor the district indicated that they
reaul.ts with the program.

were having excellent

This is a highly structured program with

12

-

little freedom
Mr.

for the

teacher or child.

Racic h, principal or the building, ia also the coordinator

for the district
gram is

program

entitled Ql!icer F£1endl,y.

and the Se&Z"S Roebuck

trained policeman

to

the

Viaits are made

FoWldation.

schools.

This unique pro-

store, Joliet Police

co-aponaored by the local Sears Roebuck

Department,

-

The children

by a

oriented in the

are

areas of safety, and the right and obligations of citizens.
Thi a sc hoo l als o provide s a
work with t he

wrks in the black

c0Jt111unity.

spected by the parents.

The area

diffi cult y at school,

visiting teacher is white but

This

She a eeme to

-

be

McKinley Park
Dorothy �an,

seema

The school is ungraded in the

to

well liked and re-

Principal

be one of

areas of math

de-emphasized at �Kinley Park.

and

the

About

through

five yea.rs

an

poorest of Jolie t.

reading.

The children are

The school year is divided into four levels.

child progresses

of

having

Park School is a 99 per cent black school with

integrated start.

year.

who eoes into the home to

This could be a dangerouo job at times.

March 3, 1970

McKinley

are

are

parents of children lllho

both socially and academically.

6.

te acher

all tour levels during any

Grade levels

l ocated by school

Hopefully, the

given year.

ago a count of students showed that one out

four students had experienced failure in the first and second or

third grades.

About

involved children

who

99

per cent of the school's discipline problems

had failed.

The staff works well

(and

together.

They

meet on a regular basis

then some) to discuss curriculum problems as

well

aa individual

-13-

problems.

There ie almost

no

personnel turnover in this building

as

opposed to 14 years 880 when this building lost oi8ht or nine teachers
a year.

McKinley Park's staff members

are

strong teacher& inside

school and powerful social influences outside.
A former administrator from

0Those teachers really care.

Joliet made this statement.

They have kida who ordinari.1¥ wuldn't

have a chance and they're hell-bent on giving them that chance.
Nothing is going to get in their �"·
7.

March 5, 1970 - Pershing School
Paul Tryon, Principal.

Pershing School is one of the largest of the elementary buildings in the district.

It has about 700 students enrolled.

is located on the west side of Joliet.

This school

The socio-economic level of

the children would be middle to upper cl.ass.

Many parents would have

a college background.
The principal has excellent rapport with the staff and the
community.

Pershint� School has always had a great deal of support

from the community.
Appendix

( For

further information on this school see

B.)
B.

March 10, 1970 and Mizy 12, 1970 - Taft School
Nadine Ewing, Principal

The visit to this school

was

a very enjoyable experience.

this is one of the west side echools with
reputation.
building.

an outstanding at&C! and

There are approximately 500 student&

enrolled

in this

This school does have black children busattd trom Forest

Park area to Taft.

The staff has

a great deal o! pride in their school and

Again,
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children.

There is one black teacher on the start, who is excellent.

She has excellent rapport with the st'Udents and parents.
The first and second grade reading classes are pro•ently using

the Lippincott Reading program an d have experienced succese with the
program.
Cycling ia done in the grades to try t.o capitalize on the
strengths of individual teachers.

This is done in areu such as

social studies, science, art and music and also in the language art.a
area.

The priricipal is an excellent educational leader of this school
and does a great deal to make thiG school a leader in the district.

Thia building developed a sex education pilot program tor the district
last year.

B.

This program will be discussed in a later section.
Administrative Meetings
1.

February 24, 1970

-

District Principal.e' Meeting held

at Adminietration C�nter.

Diacuasion consisted of

the foll.ow:l.nga
a.

Introduction or interns.

b.

Dr. D'Amico discuaaed the importance of an

evaluation on each teacher being turned in
ao

thie can be added to hie personal file.

He emphaa1Eed that according to their con
tracts, evaluatioms

are

expected to be made

by the principal or usietant principal.

He

went on to give an example of a case where
they needed to dismiss

a

teacher and that

-15-

there

need to rely on the personnel fila

was

He also die

to back up their al.legations.

CU8sed that Wlion representatives in each
building were getting ready tor negotiatione
and that they were tryi.ng to make a llet of
various problems throughout the district.
Principals are not to assist theae repre
sentatives with problems.

He indicated that

some principals had given theee r�presentatives
some

problems 'When the teachers could not find

any problems in that building.
c.

The hmch program for next year.

According

to the new law, all children who are either
!oeter children, ADC or needy children are to
receive free moela.

It

wae

indicated that

pilot programs would be establi8hed before
the year

was

out.

been selected

eo

The only school that has
far ie Forest Park.

A com

mittee is working on how this will be worked
out and a criteria w11l have

to

usis t

to

be developed

the principal, counsellors and

staff in deciding who is needy.

One prin

cipal had indicated that he would not make
the decision regarding who is needy and who
is not.

He felt he

was

not in a position to

make this recormnendation, therefore indicating

-16-

the need for criteria.
d.

The calendar tor 1970-71 school year ..
Dr. D'Am.ico indicated that he had the pro
posed high school calendar 'Which did not
coincide with the elementary echool calendar,
and it ia his desire that both calendars be
the same.

More information on thi5 would

be forthcoming.

Discussed along with the

calendar was the need for in-service train
ing, and he questioned tbe need for doing
it on school time.

He aeked the queetion,

"Are we shortening the school year?0
was

his

It

feeling that a pre-school and poat

achool session ought to be developed for
in-service training.

He would also like

to eee a etate calendar developed.
e.

Dedication of new buildings and additiorus s
(See Appendix C)

f.

An

article called t•Fruetrated Principal".

This article came .from a brochure called

Eduoatign, !IA•

Dr. D'Amico suggested the

possibility of dividing into smaller groups
at principals' meetings for more eaae in dis
cUBsion.

Some general meetings wuld still

be held.

This proposal would be diacuased

at a later date.
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g.

General forum meeting.

Robert Sinaen,

principal of Gompers Jtmior High,

was

asked

to discuss what he has done about asking the
feeder schools of the junior high, parents ,
and administration to have a general forum

�eting at 'Which they would discuss general
problemn.
h.

Assistant Superintendent Lang's report on
curriculum.

Mr. Lang heart1.ly endorsed that

each school observe Arbor and Bird Dq.

Ke

discussed the need tor reading superviaion
and mentioned that reading superTisors wuld

be meeting with the principals on various
rea..djng problems and materials.

He also dis

cussed a reading inventoey and how to con
struct one.

Each principal

was

ot the read.i.ng inv0ntory that
the Scott Foresman program.

given a copy

was

based on

He indicated

that he wanted principals to pass this intor
mation on to teachers so that ioore teachers
would be familiar with how to construct and
wse a reading inventory.
in this ioonth's

He mentioned that

Grasie T!foher

a "Reading

Inventory and How to Construct It" article
appears.

Aleo, he congratulated the women

prind.palti for doing more in the area of

-18-

assistance to the teachers in reading than
the ma.le principalis.

He &leo indicated that

the greatest need eeems to be in the inter
mediate ara.des.
i.

Cost of materials and budget problemtJ.

j.

Federal pro1:7ama.

What would be happening

in the future as far as funding ie concerned.
k.

Physical

educ ation

in elementary school.a.

Dr. D'Amico felt that they had a weak program

and because of thiB• a teacher had been asked to
develop a program for K through 5.

Beside de

veloping the program, this teacher would also
act as a model teacher and put on demonstrations.
Following the principals' meeting, a verbal-pictorial presen
tation

was

made on °Air Pollution".

The slides were developed to be

used possibly :i.n schools and with adult groups.

Commonwealth .Edison

is attempting to present their side of the story.

They .t'eel. they have

been attacked by the public and Attorney General Scott and the-y needed
an area to present their case.

It

was

felt that Comrm>owealth Edison

needs to discuss the problem or air pollution but that the slides put
them in the position of propagandizing because of the talks by various
grcups.

The school.a

are

not to bl?l us�d as a forum.

It

was

decided

that the slides and the script should be left at the Administration
Center and that they would try to develop a progra that would be

acceptable to be uoed :i.n schools.

-19

-

2.

M:areh 3, 1970
a.

-

Items discussed:

Bus strike.

Failure of Public Referendum.

s ussed

Dr. D'Amico di c

the problem that de

veloped because t he Joliet public trans
portation ceased

to operate.

The echools

used public transportation in most cases and
because of this, each individual school will
have to work out it.8 transportation procedure s.
Along with thio problem, the union had in

dicated to their members that they would not
have

en

added bus duty .

The superintendent

indicated that the principals should read
the policy manual.

Teachers were

to be

assigned duties,, when needed, on an equitable
basio.
b.

Lunch program

-

1970-71.

Dr. D'Amico indicated that the t'WO doctoral
candidates from Normal wuld be 'U8ing thi,s
problem

as

part ot their program while in

the district.

A �ilot program wuld be

started at F ore s t Park School af ter Easter
vacation.
3.

March 10, 1970
a.

-

Calendar.

Items discuasedt
The superintendent indicated that

the calendar for next 7ear had been finished
and that they bad

a

common calendar with the
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high school district.
b.

Parochial School Closings.

The Diocese of

Joliet has been discussing those schools that
will be closing and thoee that might, unless

aid is forthcoming.

Dr. D'.Alllico felt that

there would be a political deal in order to
gaib aid for private schools.

c.

State aid.

The School Problems Co:mmieeion

ic discussing a poasibl.e $600 increase, but
raising the qualifying rate, which wuld not
be of much assistance to J oli e t.

The legis

lature has had a history of doing this.
d.

Summer School.
program

Mr. Lang discussed the auumer

for this year.

Fourteen schools would

be used and the program would be as follo�:
Orados 1-8:

Reinforcement with an

e.m.phuis

on the cODDunication skills.
Grades

4-3:

Al�o an enrichment program.

Staff solcction has not been discuzs ed yet.
Students who were unable to pay the

$2.00

registration fee would be allowed to attend

and their :fee would be paid under Title I.
e.

School resident requirement.

According to the

new law, any student who beg1ne in one district
and then moves to another during the year, will

be able 'Lo finish the yoar where he started.
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4.

March 24. 1970
a.

-

-

Items diacuseod:

Union demands.

The questionnaire from the

teacher representatives was discuesed and
suggestions from the principals

-wertt

requested.

It was indicated that negotiations were going
They would

to be handled by labor lawyers.
follow Dr. D'Amico's guide lines.
b.

Letter from a former Joliet teacher.

A for

mer teacher, who is now teaching high school
in Loa Angeles, Cali!orni&, wrote that the
school in which she is teaching is the school
where the TV program "Room

222"

ie filmed.

She told of the experiences of working in this
city school and the tremendous problems that
they lace with the students and the admini
stration.

She claims that ver-r little actual

teaching takes place there.

.Also, the students

had had a protest to update the dreBs code and
that guns were used in the protest.

The

teacher praised the Joliet system and the
staff.

She felt Joliet was tar superior to

what she hae seen in California.
c.

Principal salary.

A discussion of the role

of the prinoip&lo in relationship to next
year's salary nchedul.e reeulted in the follow

ings
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(l)

Principals will be taken off the teachers'

sc hedule

and the multiplier will be

dropped.
(2)

Set salary range that could be met in

three year's time or sooner.

(.3)

Evaluation tool to be deveiopad by prin
cipals and evaluated by the superintendent.

(4)
5.

Increased time allotment.

April 7, 1970 - Items diecua seds
a.

Textbook inventory 1970-71.

Kr. lAng discussed

the inventory of adopted texts for naxt year.
(See Appendix D)

These materials will be kept

in the central inventory.
b.

Student teacher coordination.

Dr. Thomas Fitch

was introduced. to the group as the new co
ordinator from Illinois State University.
Dr. Fitch will be living in Joliet and will

have an ot'fice at the Adminietrative Center.

He will be supervising the student teachers
from I.s.u. and holding classes tor them.

Two

proteesore from 1.s.u. will assist in course

work.

For the coming tall there will be thir ty

1·iv e students !or this pi1ot project.

-

Each

etudent will have an eighteen week period.

They

will take a course in Philouophy oi' Education,
Advanced Course in Reading, and a Seminar on

-23Teacher Problems.

During the 1971-72 echool

year, there will be fifty students participating
in the program.

A cluster concept of about

seven students per building will be developed.
'nlis will allow for the critic teachers to be
involved in curriculum development and in
service l«>rk in their

Olal

buildinge.

A CO\lrSe

will be taught to all critic teachers on the
Supervision of Student Teachers b;y I.S.U.
the job.

on

This is a very unique concept tor

a student toacher program and should be given
a real ohance to work.

This is moving the

student into the real situation and a� !rom
the "Ivory Towers".

c.

Othor Adndnistrative Staff Visits.
The .f'irst of these visits
waa

waa

on March 19, 1970 and

with Mr. Aschenbrenner, Director o! Special Education

and hie supportive staff.
see Appendix

( For

procedures o! this program,

E.)

The Joliet special education is housed in the Adrnin
iatrative Center l«lich is also the Dia.gno8tic Center.

This

c enter will be the service center tor the district and the
schools themselves will become the clinical setting.

Per

sonnel from the center will be going out into the echoole
to 1110rk with the teachers and the center will not become a
dumping ground for teachers' problems.

Miss Charlotte Larson

-24has been appointed the new Director of the Diagnostic Center.
Mias Larson is one of the most outstanding women in the
field of apeeial education.
The clinical classroom at the center ia tor those
children

who,

for one reason or another,

are

canno t be enrolled in regular class rooms .

not in, or

Here they

are

observed and worked with, the goal being to diagnooe the
probleme and assist in establishing a man&g8Jllent plan for
the child's educational needs.

(For the people involved

in Joliet's Special Education Program,
The second vioit, on April
Beatrice Booth
Language

Arte.

and Arthur

28,

eee

Appendix J'.)

1970,

was

with

1'..akay, Teacher Consultants in

These people are doing

a

great deal of

research, in-service training, asa1eting teachers with
in5tructional problems, etc.

They work mostly in the area

of language arts but are also reeponeible tor the develop
ment o! the "reading center" that is housed at the
Diagnostic Center.

This lab will be used for in-service

training ot st.a.ft and also as

a

library ot curriculum

materials.
D.

Other Related Duties.
On March 17, 1970, the assigmnent

was

the orien

tation of stu:ient teachers who would be working in the dis
trict this apring.
city of Joliet

and

Therse students were in.formed about tho
its adventagee, the boWldaries of the

schools and the kinds of schoolG in which they would be

-25working.
given

a

Each girl

was

taken to her asaigned school

and

''Cook's Tour" of Joliet.
On April 9,

1970, prospective teachers

vieWQd by principals and
were seen.

tho

writer.

were

inter

About fourteen

applicants

The areas covered were: reaaone why' one ehould

teach in Joliet, student teaching, curriculum, classroom
management.

One of the most important

they wuld reel about teaching black students.
real practical experience in which one learn.a
about differing personalities.

was

how

This

was

questione

a

a

great deal

(See Appendix G).

All

stu

dents were asked whether or r1ot they .felt they would not
like

working ldth black students.

All felt it would be a

real challenge as well as an interesting one.
E.

Highlights on On-Going Programs in District 86.
l.

Kindergarten
During

1967 and 1968, tl«> kindergarten workshopa

were arraneed !or kindergarten teachers of the district
as well as some other teachers from the county.

{For

the philosophy and development of this prozram, eee
Appendix H)
2.

•

Distar Reading Program
Distar is a new instructional program for both
culturally disadvantaged and below average students.
Developed by the Bereiter-&lgelmann approach at the
University of Illinois, the Dieta.r system is baaed on
principle� of carefully defined behavioral objectivea,

-26evaluation, ilmnediate

integral

participati on .

for

The evaluative

and student

teedbaak,
units

have been sequenced

The teacher

maximum learning efficiency.

preti1entation

mate rials are comprehensive� s tr uct ure d so that only a

minimum

The highly

of daily preparation is needed.

motivating

student materials

tor the ohildren and

ae

a

act both as incentives

me&n8

ot reint'orcing and

evaluating the skills they have learned.
Dist.ar Reading ie designed

set of
code

skills required by

quickly.

Reading

I

including

orally

20-30

consists or

leaeona,

an integral

of any

new matorial.

evalu

Depending on their

or

have

recycled through material they

Project

of

cons is ting ot regular tests preceding tho

to

program,

The teacher

taake.

performance, children either progress

mastered.

each

each d� to small groups

These lessons incorporate

ation system,

are

minimum

two-year eequence,

minute daily

several different typee o r

introduction

the

to learn the reading

year o! the

As the .first,

presents one lesson

children.

3.

chi1dren

to teach

(For a more
see Appendix

RAPID

new material
not yet

detailed description of thie

I).

(,Re-evaluation and Action f.rogram through
.Instructional Qesign)

This program
prograi:rJS.

w�

Each school

the students {no

devised under one of

in the district

more than

haa

a

tho

Title

class for

twenty atudonte) who have

been
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identified as having a social problem associated vi.th
such factors as cultural deprivation, educational re
tardation, population mobility, socio-economic con
siderations and inadequate school opportunities.

Referrals

w:ill

originate

room teacher in cooperation with the

and

!orwarded to

Eligibility

the

Director of

for s pec ial

class

with the regular

building

principal

Special Education.

placement with the special

teacher shall be deterr.l.ined by a case study fully re

viewed

by

profeasional per3onnel

{For the criteria for

4.

claoaes,

in a staff conference.

see Appendix J.)

Growth and Development of Living Things Curriculum.
The

current

interest in sex education

tor

child

ren throughout the United State8 has also been reflected
in the Joliet schools.
In the
Dr. u'Amico,

organized

fall of 1967,

a committee of

of

of

parents and teachers was

at Taft Elementary School to seek

which a program
duction

under the direction

�a in

the buic f'acta concerning repro

and sex education would be incorporated into

the existing curriculum.

The

committee emphasized that

attitudes toward sex education which control behavior
are es5entially developed in the home, where the basic
responsibility lies.
Units

on

plant and animal growth and

are included to assist children

develop

an

development

under5tanding
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of plant and animal reproduction

as

a basis of under

standing and npprcciating human growth and development .
The curriculum ia divided into two sections,
primary

(Sec

and interr;1ediate, with units of work in each.

Appendix K) .
The curriculum

was

developed for pilot use at

Ta.ft School and could be later used by other schools.
The program has had excellent acceptance, but the furor
that has been gol.ng

on

in the nation regarding

sex edu

cation hao slowec up Che us e of tho prograru in some of
the other schools .
The guide that

waa

developed haz excellent

activities and annotated bibliograp� of materials .
The coimdttee spent much time reviewing materials for
the program.

5.

Project QUE.5T (gunlity Qrb an !ducation for §.haping
Iomorrow)
This

project is

a

series of innovative projects

which demonstrate exemplar/ progrlDltJ that JDa7 be suitable
for use throughout the district..

It also provides

systematic procedures for continuous improvement of
educe.tional programs .

(For names o! the programs and

their explanationo, see Appendix

L) .
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CHAFTEn

II

EVALUATION OF FIELD EXPERIENCE
In analyzing his field. expcrienco,
a valuable undertaking .

He ha:-; become much

the writer found it to be

more aware of the problesns

of a large urban district ouch as those faced by the Joliet school eyatem.
Also insight into the administrative structure and procedures or the
Joliet schools .

As

noted in the introduction of this paper, the goal of the

field experience

was

given.

The

writer feels that this purpose has been

attained.
The writer
internship s uch

was

enga3ed in

a.

number of activities during the

an :

1.

Attendance at

2.

k� tendanc e at all administrative meeti.Qgs

3.

Observer

4.

Intervi ewed prospective teacher applicants

5.

Meeting with Dr. D ' And.co and a representative

one board meeting

at curriculum

study conmittees

of Cor.anonwoalth l
Flison on pollution

6.

Visits to junior high school8

a.

Gompers

b.

Wa.nhinztcn

c.

Hufford

-JOVisits to elementary

7.

schools

Kelly

a.

Bliza

b.

HeKinley r ar1A

c.

Pershin.;

d.

Taft

8.

Vi:Jit with

9.

Visit

Special Education pereonne.l

with Lal'l(j\la.ge

Arts consultants

These activities have resulted in giving
pers pective than would

hav�

been

i:oscJblc

in

the writer a much

the employ of

his

broader

local

school district.
One
viewing of

activl ty that

s ta::ids out

prospective applicants.

in th·� writer's

mind is

the inter

One standard question that had to be

asked, was in relation to the applicant'o feeling of preparedness to
too.ch black etude11ts .

dic ated that

they

The general

reaction

were adequately preparod to teach black students

from an academic point of view.

They questioned whether or not they

were psychologically, e:.notionally, and
Because Dr.
he has a plan to
lo work in

D 'AI'.'
.:ico i!l vcr;;

a!sist

the urban

Illinois

school .

sociolo gically

State University

TI1e:

schoola,

There

prepared.

aware of this weakness in applicants,
£or preparing st.ments

Joliot school8 wi1l become sort of an

off campus lab school for the Univercity.

the Joliet

of those interviewed in

student tea chers

,

Thia program

and Illinois

will benefit

St.ate University .

were other ideas or programs that the writer fel.t wero

important such

as :

l.

Dista.r Reading

2.

Project RAPID

Program
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Sex Education Curriculum

4.

Learning Resource Center

These programs indicate some of the attempts being made by
the Joliet schools to reach children and to give them a quality edu
cation.
In the judgment of the writer, the Joliet schools seemed to
be doing a very satisfactory job of meeting the needs of its children .
Dr. D'Amico and his staff should be coomended for their continuing
efforto in this direction.
If the writer were to pick a limitation in his field study, it
would be:

1.

Mot enough time to become acquainted with any
one progr&I& or school

The writer would next time try to become more involved with a study of
a

given school and its program.

The experience would not have the

broad perspective that the completed study had, but it would give the
writer a chance to see the day by day operation of an urban school and
its program.

In conclusion, the writer .feels that this experience
profitable.

was

very

He would consider recotT�ending employment in the Joliet

achools to anyone who is interested in working in an urban environment.
Joliet has many of the pressures faced by the urban schools , but is
I!laking tremendous strides in the irnprovement of its educational pro
gram .
At the end of the writer ' s field st\¥:ly, he

was

of Assietant Principal at Hufford Jtmior High School.

offered a position

In this position,
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the writer would have been responsible for the curriculum implementation
within this building .
the fact he

was

The writer did not accept this position due to

offered a position in his home state of Maine.

APPENDIX A

PLAN FOR INTERHSIIIP EXPER.IENCIS
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To:

Dr.

From:

Coleman Rogers

Re :

Internship Experiences

Donald D' Amico

During the past two years, I have served ao an aeaiatant super
intendent in charge of instruction £or the Mokena Public Schools. This
job has &ntailed a number of duties such as ; liaison between the
Special Education Cooperative and our district, testing coordinator,
assisting teachers with instructional difficulties, etc. As a result or this involvement in curriculum development, I have decided
that this is the area or the educational field that I would like to
pursue.
In order to give me a broader experience and better per
spective of curriculum development, I felt that the internship in
a large, well-developed school district would be of great value. The
internehip should give one the opportunity to strengthen one 'e under
standin,g of administrative concepts and practices by working in a
situation in which theories and practices c&n be related.

APPENDIX B

PRRSHING SCHOOL TEAM TEACHING PROJECT

36

-

-

The Pershing School project i.s beine; formulated to provide a mode
of instruction which vill facilitate in-aervice training tor teachers .
At the same time that the tea.cherts are developing protesoionally, the
pupils will be exposed to new types of grouping and independent study.
Tho project ie one in which the teachen in the fourth� fitth , and sixth
grades aro assigned to a team teaching organizational Wlit.
Each unit
is made up of four teachers from progress level .
The teacherl5 at each
level share the responeibllity of team memberehip.
The teams will teach mathematics, reading, language arts , and
social studies.
All teachers w1l1. work closel,y and deter&ine a team
leader.
The teams will organize aubj�ct matter into eeparate aectiorus.
The team leader will be responsible for coordinating the activities of
the team during the time the pupils study each section of subject matter.
The teams U8e large group instruction, small group instruction,
seminars, and independent study groups .
The small groupa are estab
lished according to ability in reading and math . nie students are
grouped in heterogeneous and homogeneous groups and are given the
opportunit7 ot having different types of inobruction and curriculwn.
T'ne methods ueed are pointed at providing more independent study and
the teams will attempt to develop new teaching methods . We have an
independent study center in which the gifted pupile may wrk at their
own rate on supplemental materials.
The independent etudy center contains teaching machines and
programned lea.ming material oriented to mathematics and social studies.
The students will be given the opportunity to expand their knowlectee
about these subjects and venture into more complicated areu of the
disciplines.
The teame will rotate tho teaching responsibilities for each
of the groups of pupils .
The method of teaching the large group is
concentrated in the audio-visual area of instruction. Marzy kinds of
The
audio-visual aids are used and new materials will be devieed.
small group instruction is geared to the level of ability of the pupils
in each group. The ccmnittee work and seminar wrlc ia a part of the
materials which c.n be used by each student individually.
For example,
a movie film and film8tr1p library will be aet. up and be made available
to the students only.
These films or tilmstripa will be previewed and
used in the presentation of a report . There are many other materials
available tor uee in projects by the students .
Such things as records,
referenee books, tapes, overhead projectors, materials to make trans
parencies, and others .
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team approach to teaching offere the combined thinking
of more than one teacher to improve instruction.

l.

The

2.

Team teaching will provide in-service training for regular
teachers and beginning teachers .

).

Team teaching provides more
teachillg ot children.

4.

The team approach enables the child to experience the
teaching ot more than one teacher at each grade level.

5.

The project will allow the gifted studente to expand their
knowledge through ability grouping, thus providing time and
awareness of special needs of the gitted pupils .

6.

'!be team process of teaching encourages ungradednese.

7.

The psychological effect on the gified child appears
be that he is being treed of learni.ng boundaries.

8.

Team teaching is a better use o ! human resources, the use
of teacher-talent and student-talent.

9.

The team approach changes the concept ot ratio of pupils
to teacher.

and

better planning tor the

10.

The project used programmed learning and automation
teach and help gifted students.

11 .

Team teaching changes

time

to

to

blocks in the elementar,y schools .

READING AND MATHEMAncs

Grouping 41 , 42 , 43 , - 51, 52 , 53 , - 61 , 62 , 63 .
Groups 41' 51, 61, contain pupils in gradea four, five and six.
These pupils are selected for oach group, as in all groups, on the
basis or ability to achieve in the discipline. Their achievement
tetJt scores, pa.et performance record and teacher evaluation are taken
into account when assignment to the group is made. The children in
each group are high achievers in the 7th, 8th, 9th etanine with high
potential for achievement.
Groups 42 , 52, 62 , contain pupils in grades four, five and six.
Their ability falls into the average-achiever category. The pupils in
each group have performed at an average rate in the 4th, 5th and 6th
staninc.

-38Groups 43 , 53 , 63, contain pupils in grades four, five and six.
The pupile have low performance records. They have not achieved well
in the past. However, the school has expectations for high potential
for these children.
It shall be the prerogative of the teachers to group the children
in large groups , small groups and individual. groups with cooperation
between the teachers in the team, depending upon the decision of the
tea.&1.
The team shall determine the type of instruction to be used.
Such decisioDB � be made daily, weekly or monthly.
The students will be pre-tested at the beginning and poet-teated
at the end o! the program for the year. Their achievement test re
sults will be compared to the scores or pupils who have attended
Pershing School for the past five years .

MODULAR

SCHEDULING

Modular Scheduling involves separating the school � into
eleven module.e . Each InOdule is thirty minutes in length . A schedule
dete·rmines the time allotted to each academic area in the curriculm.
The modulee are spread out over a ten day period with a total of 3.30
minutes per � · The Pershing School schedule devotes:
10 modules broken in half to homeroom activities
45 modules for reading
45 modules for language arts
45 modules for math
45 :roodules for social studies
10 modules for science
10 modules for music
10 modules for physical education
10 modules for recess

APPENDIX C

DEDICATION OF NEW BUILDINGS AND ADDITIONS
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April

5

!l/ashington Junior High

April 16

Keith Junior High

April 19

Woodland

April 22

Hufford Junior High
Sheridan

Mq 13

or

20

Junior High

Junior High

Everett McKinley Dirksen Junior High
(At this time they are trying to get
Mrs . Dirksen and the Governor to

attend .. )

Also in September, the Administration and Diagnostic Center would be
This is to be named the 0John F. Kennedy Administration and
Diagnos tic Center" . Name for this building was determined by the vote
of the children and the Board of Education made th0 final choice. The
three top names which ap�arcd in the following order were:
dedicated.

John F. Kennedy
Armstrong
Martin Luther King
Neil

APPENDIX D

TEXTBOOK INVENTORY 1970-71
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Inventory of adopted texts for next year :
Science:

Harper-Row, Or. 1-5
Scott Foresman, Gr. 6-8

Reading:

Lippincott, Gr. 1-5
Scott Foresman, Gr. 1-5

Engll3h :

American Book , Gr. 2-8
Laidlaw, Gr. 2-8

Spelling and
Social Studies:
?<'.a.th:

Curriculum stud\Y noxt year
Silver Burdett
Houghton Mif'f'lin
Addison Wesley

APPENDIX E
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March 19

A.

-

and
supportive staff - the following procedures give one a
chance to see the complex procedures involved in this
district's program. Joliot was one of the first in
the nation with a Special Education Program.

Mr. Aschenbrenner, Director of Special Education

Operating Procedures

1.

2.

Referral Procedures :
a.

Referral. Sourcea i
(1) Professional personnel
( 2 ) Parents
(3) Agencies (Public, Private, Will Cowity Mental
Health, Family Servicee, Catholic Charities,
Children and Family Services, Public Aid Dept. ,
Ea8ter Seal Center, ll'livereity Clinics,
Cerebral Paley)

b.

Referral Process:
(1) All requests for service including the Clillical
Claesroo� are to be made on Diagno3tic Clinic
Center referral forms .
( 2 ) If referring fornie are not available in school
or agency, they � be oecured from Special
F.c:lucation Office, District 86, by request.
( 3 ) Completion of Form:
(a) Referrals coming from schools, agencies
or other personnel, muet be disc\18eed with
parents and/or guardian.
(b) Required signatures mwst be on referral:
Re.ferrer
Principal of school or administrator
of agency.
(4) Completed referrals a.re sent to Special Education
Of!ice.

Screening Procedureez
a.

Upon receipt of referral including those from the
Clinical Classroom, a designated secretary does the
followings
(l) Dates referral
(2) .Aisaigns a state number
(3) Makes up a new folder if there is none on file.
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(5)
b.

Screening Qonn1ttee
(1) All referrals are processed weekly through the
screening eomnittee c.omposed ot designated
personnel.
(a) Coordinator
(b) Speech Consultant
(c) Muree
(d) P97chologiet
(e) Education&l. Coneultant
(2)

B.

Places referral in folder
Record and folder are placed in screening file

Duties of Coanittee:
{a) Review reterr&l
la. U referral is not complete, it is
returned to referral source.
lb. Review and aaeese problems
le. Aaeign to various dieciplines on
basis of need as determined trom
referral. information.
Cox:munication
(b)
la.
Flow Sheet to assigned disciplines
lb. Action taken tor.ms to referral •ourcea
and to Special Education Secretary to
record.

Diagnostic Center Working Procedures :
l.

Flow Sheets
a. Purpose inter-disciplinary conmunication.
b. Content - req_uest of needed service including reasons
for and questions concerning the case. Make out in
duplicate.
c . Disposition:
(1) Go to Coordinator to put on Muter Schedule
( 2) Sent. ill duplicate to worker
(a) One kept for worker'e file
(b) One returned to Coordinator a!'ter completion
of aervice5.
(c) Coordinator and follow-up wrker check
returned Flow Sheets and date Kaster Schedule.
Place in child 's !ile prior to Child Study
Conference.

2.

Child St� Conferences:
a. Purpose
(1) To study the case
turther study.

aDd

to determine action for
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(3 )
(4)

c.

3.

To assist staff members in completing diagnostic
work-ups .
To establish a differential diagnosis.
Recomnerui, in questionable cases, the Clinical
Classroom tor a managGment program. Population
ot Clinical Classroom to be established by
Director of Special Education .

Procedure :
(1) Any melli:>er ot the diagnostic team m&3" call Child
St� Conferences.
{2) The person calling the Chi.ld Study Conference is
the chai:nnan .
(J ) It coordinator calls conference, he designates the
chainnan .
{a) Chainnan' s duties:
la. Hust complete fom calling Child Study
Conf'erenoe listing personnel to be
involved .
Route to Coordinator who schedules date
lb.
and time and distributes to pereonnel
the notices .
le. Explains purpose for calling c.s.c.
ld.
Records pertinent data and information
from participating personnel that will
be necessary for establishing diagnosis
and management plan.
If information is not available, he ma;y
le.
ask Child Study Conference to be reconvened.
lf.
Cha:irman is responsible for:
1. Writing tho clinical statement
including dif!erential diagnosis
and prognosis, as formulated by
child atucty group .
2. Managemont plan report
.3 . Sun.nary report
4. To route reports to designated
secretary for t.TJ>ing.
5 . To designate needed personnel for
staffing, for placement or continuance
in present program.
6. To designate pereonnel for parent con
ferences.

Staffing
a. Purpose
(1) Present findings of Clinical Study
Preaent a proposed management plan
(3 ) To change or modify proposed plan when indicated
by diacuaeion of staff participants.

(2)
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c.

4.

5.

Personnel involved
(l) Referrant or reterrants
(2) Personnel is designated in Child St� Con.terences
(3) If there is placement, then receiving personnel
involved should be present .
Procedure
(1) Coordinator arranges time, date and place of all
staffinge .
(2) Director or his representative should be Chairman if
there ie placement.
(.3 ) If a child is not to be pl.aced, a pereon will be
designated by the Coordinator to be chainnan of the
staffing.
(4) Chairman gives staf1'ing report to coordinator for
recordirag and filing.

Placement:
a. Director of Speci$1 &:iucation authorizes all plac ements
and signo admiseions .
b . Procedure:
(1) Parents are advised by Director or representative.
(2 ) Notification ·t.o pa.rents by conference and/or letter
(3) Person authorizing placement notifies designated
secretary to arrange transportation 48 hours ahead.
(4) Sending and receiving school are notified as to
date of transfer .
{ 5 ) Copies of the admission slip are sent to the
receiving and sending schools.

.

Management Plan
a. Purpose
(l) To put in effect the recomnendations ot child stU<tr.
(2) To evaluate recommendations in terms of:
(a) understanding, ac ceptance and use of
recommendations by involved pereonnel
(b) modification of child ':s learning and/or
social behavior
(3) To change or ioodi.fy recommendations as indicated
by above evaluation.
b. Responsibilities of personnel
(1) Director
(a) To administer and evaluate policies
(b) To oupport procedures in management plan
Coo
rdinator
2)
(
(a) To be respo115ible for initiating management
plan by personnel involved.
(b) To work cooperatively with school personnel,
parent5, and public and private agencies.
(3} Medical Consultants
(a) To consult and advise regarding physical
and/or emotional. status of child.
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

c.

{b) To recoDJmend medical treatment it indicated .
Nurses
(a) To follow through on medical recoimnendations
when indicated.
(b) To get parents to work cooperatively with
schQol personnel in carrying out recommenda
tions of the medical consultants.
Social Workers
{a) To follow up recommendatiorl!5 as indicated
in Child Study.
(b) To work in cooperation with parents , school
personnel , and public and private agencies .
Ps�chologists
(a) To follow-up on their recolDlllendations as
indicated in their psychological report.
(b) Tc work in cooperation with parents, school
personnel, and public and private agencies.
Speech Pathologist
(a) To follow-up on his reoo:nmendations as
indicated in his evaluation report .
( b) To work in cooperation with parents, school
personnel, and public and private agencies.
Audiologist
(a) To follow-up on his recommendati.ons as in
dicated in hi� report .
(b) To work in cooperation with parents, s chool
personnel, and public and private agencies.
Educational Diagnostician
To follow-up on his reconmendations as in
(a)
dicated in his report.
(b) To work in cooperation with parents, school
personnel, and public and private agenc i es .
Follow-up Worker
lC dations which came
(a) To follow-up en recoJIJJln
from Child Study Conference or Staffing as
they effec t current status of case.
(b) To work in cooperation with parents , school
personnel, and public and private agencies.

Evaluation

1.

Purposes :
a.
To evaluate effectiveness of procedures in relationship
to obj ectives .
b . To modify procedures or objectives as e. result of the
evaluation.

2.

Personnel
a.
Director
b . Staff Personnel
c . Evaluator

-
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Evaluation Procedure
a.
Selection of evaluation team
b.

Evaluator presents suggested techniques to be used Li
appraisal.

c.
d.

Evaluator explains techniques of different methods .
Method is selected by team.

e.

Evaluator explains the responsibility o! each teaL1
member.

f.

Definite datea should b e established by consensus
team members for meetings of the evaluation team.

g.

Team members are responsible for written report
regarding implementation of plan and procedure as it
effects his own discipline.

(1)

(2)
h.

of

Report of probleffi8 encountered in carrying out
program objectives.
fieport of attempted zolutions and results .

Evaluator shall be responsible for summarizing reports
of tho team roembors into a single report .

APPENDIX
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Jolie t ' s Special Education Program conaists ot the following areas :
Director
Secretaries
Teacher-Consultant in Special Education
Coordinator of Referral and Follow.-Up Services
Audiologist
Speech Pathologist
Psychologists
Clinical Classroom
Psychiatric Consultant
Medical Consultants
Nursing Services
School Social Work Services
Speech and Language Program
Deaf
Hard of Hearing
Learning Disabilities
&>otionally Disturbed
Mentally Handicapped - Trainable
Mentally Handicapped - Educable
Physically Handicapped
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Visually Handicapped
Project RAPID
Junior High Schools - Supportive Services
Home Instruction

APP�DIX G

INTERVIEWS WITH APPLICANTS

-

Mike Klippert

-
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Was interested in hieh school teaching position

of social studies.
We gave him high school
materials for application.
Richard Waxler

-

Accounting major. No education background.
Interested in junior high language arta.
Weak candidate.

Kathleen Clay

-

&lglish major.
Did her student teaching in bigh
school; taught Juniore .
Interested in junior
h�h language arts . Good credentials.
Wants to
work with disadvantaged student.
Indicated that
she came from low income background and thie was
the reason !or interest in working with dis
advantaged. Good prospect.

William Hoffman

-

MS in adm1nistration.

Tom Olson

-

Guidance Counselor. MS in guidance in June.
No
guidance experience.
Taught music at Li.ncoln-ilS¥
High School . Has excellent set of credentials .
Is a stutterer but very easy to overlook this .
Hae not seemed to be a real problem with him in
dealing with students and parenta.
Professors
at tkliversity have indicated that he should. gain
his experience at couneelling at the junior high
level.
Indicated that he haa also contacted
Dr. D'Amico by letter.

David Rossi

-

Bachelor' s in social science.
Interested in
social studies position in junior high .
Taught
6th grade social studiee - language arts (?) .
No student teaching credentials on tile yet.
Seemed to be enthusiastic.

Sherry Gold

-

Cancelled her appointment because of illness.

Elizabeth Anselmino -

Interested in ear�h science.
Uaa had past teaching experience in junior high .
Last teaching position in Nevada. Not teaching
now because 0£ health .
Doctor has given ok� to
return to teaching. Felt he wu a very weak
candidate.

Bachelor's in elementary education.
Student
teaching in grade one.
Excellent recommendations
from critic teacher.
Was Joliet reeident and
graduate of a Joliet parochial. school.
Wants

-
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-

primary level .
Seems like an excellent prospect.
Will be living in tho Frankfort aroa.
Seems to
have a good understanding of the primary age
If you are not interested in her, I am ! ! !
child.
Jim Cherveny

•·

Phyllis Bacon

-

Did student teaching with Juniors
Wanta aocia.l studies
and Seniors in U.Se History .
position.
Might possibly be interested in teach
ing in intermediate area but felt she would have
some difficulty in working with that age child.

Janet Hanson

-

BS elementar
J education.

Completed student teach
ing in kindergarten in Elgin, Illinois .
Inter
ested in kindergarten or grade one position.
Has
excellent credentials.
Seems to be enthU8iastic
and has good understanding of this age child.
Good prospect.

Katherine Pierce

-

An art major.
Presently teaching art in junior
high in Oregon, D.l.inois .
Possibly interoeted
in teaching junior high but more interested in
high school position.
Very enthU5iaetic.
Good
credentials and will have her MS in art com
pleted this s ummer .

Janet Wskolek

-

Student teaching grade five, Elgin, lllinoie.
Taught in a special project school.
Worked on
team of three teachers . Has good understanding
Likes working as
of the intermediate student.
a member of Q team.
Indicated that her dis
cipline needs strengthening.
Critic teacher
gave her a good rating.
Acted as a teacher 's
aide for two sunmere working with black stu
dents . Good prospect.

BS in elementary education .
Student teaching
grade five , Sterling, Illinois.
Critic teacher
rates him good.
Had been encouraged to apply
where he did his student teaching .
Seemed only
interested in an interview.
BS in education .

APPENDIX H
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A.

Philosophy
The Joliet Bchool.8 recognize the importance of working with young
children through an active involvement in a stimulating environment .
They believe in aiding the pupil through the wse ot an independent
discovery method, by allowing for exploration and experimentation,
and for providing time for free choice of activities in a learning
They also plan for structured procedures and for use
environment .
of effective evaluation tools .
Their primary goal
concept. Emphasis
ings and attitudes
feel ad.equate as a

B.

is to foster the development of a healthy self
is pl&ced on the stimulation of positive feel
toward learning and to have each individual
learner.

Develoi:mental Approach
The quality of the curriculum provided can be judged by the joy
school brings to their lives, the sonoe of fulfillment that is
experienced as they participate in the world aro\llld them. The
curricultun can also be evaluated by the skill attainment and
academic achievement .
Peetalozzi once said 0that the nature of
the child must determine all the details of hie education, and
an educational institution must be so organized as to afford room
for adaptation to the inclination and needB of the individual
pupil" .
The child needs i
To belong

To revere

To achieve

To

dream

To excell
Goals must be developed for a child in relation to hiJnsel!, in
relation to other people, in physical and motor coordination,
Some of the goals
in relation to his intel1ectu.al develoi:ment.
might be:
- develop feelings of adequacy and aolf-respect
- develop a senee of responsibility
- develop respect for others
- to learn how to work in large and srnall groups

- to

improve

coordination

- to become aware of his environment
- to eharpen

the use of his eensee

- to learn to communicate
- to

C�

Role of

the

develop com?rehen3ive and critical listening

Teacher

The teacher must create an atmosphere that will foster optimum
growth.

- of!er help when needed
- accept the child as individual
- encourage him to talk about himself
- assist the child in m-..-periencing sotle success ea.ch dq
- know
D.

the levels of maturity will differ

Content Areas
The Joliet program covere all of the typical content •�eu as
communicative, science. mathernnt ics, social living, creative
expression (art, music, drama), and health and physical education.
Since the comnunication skills occupy a larger part of the curri
culum during the first years of basic education, let's take a look
at the concepts, skills, and underetandinge of the language arts
area.
I.

IJST§NING
To identify :Jounds in our environment
To identi£y the location of sounds
To distinguish between differences in sowld
Gross c'ifferences
Fine differences

-59To develop 'WOrd perception and deepen oompreheneion
To ropeat information presented
To develop ability to follow directions
To recogn.ize sequence of a story and draw
conclusion

a

logical

To develop quiet listening habits, thus , promoting ability
to relax; listening for mood; for enjoyment
To develop an awareness of and sensitivity to the environment
To stimulate the imagination
To develop a sense of orderliness and ability to
II.

categorize

SPEAKING
To develop child ' s awareness or the sound of his voice
To develop child 's ability to verbalize by participation
in small or large group situatione
To encourage acceptable patterns of speech
To develop self-confidence ir• the use of oral language
To enrich speaking vocabul1l.ry
To develop language useage in social situation
To develop awareness and interest or everyday things and events
To provide an opportunity to satisfy a bilingual child ' s need
to conununicate his idoa.s verbally

III.

R!W)ING
1.

Sensory Perceptions :
Sight: - ability for visual reading
Sound : - ability for oral reading
Taste: - ability for guntatory reading
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Smell : - ability for olfactory reading
Touc1 :

-

ability £or tactile reading

Heat:

...

ability for thert18.l reading

Equilibrium:

-

ability for kinetic reading and for
balance reading

2.

Xemory DevelofC11ents (Visual)
Recall SklllsJ

abilit7 for recall of shapes,
colors, lines, letter5 , and
word forms

as

initial phonetic

analysis.
Category Skills s

Sequence Skills 2

ability to develop an
mind .

orderly

ability to develop feel.ing or
sequential order .

Word Skills

-

Perception&

ability to see the association
between epoken and written
language.

Left to right
Progression:

ability to follow movement from
loft to right as initial reading
skill.

Diff{3rences and
Likenesses :

ability to find differences and
sL
'ltilari ties.

Opposites :

3.

ability to distinguish opposites .

Memory Developments (Audito�r )
To verbal :

by uaing antonyms
up, down.

Recall Skills :

ability for recall of sounds,
words , and inotati.ons.

Phonetic Analysis :

as

hot, cold;

ability to reco¢z.e beginning
consonants and some ending sounds .

-61Comprehension:

ability to understand

interpret

throUBh main ideas, detail ,
comparison , inferences,

sequence,

judgments,

conclusions,

and evaluations .
Li terature :

ability to appreciate, onjoy and

find

IV.

outcome ,

information through

books.

WJYTING
To

develop good body

coordination

for later aid in forming

written symbols.

To

develop

good

eye-hand coordination.

To cooorunic-ate one ' s ideas into symbols which can be comniOnly

read and understood.
To develop ability

to

see the association between

spoken

and

written language .
a rich oral vocabulary based on accurate concepts
to produce a ncre useful foundation for later development
in writing .

To build

APPENDIX I

DISTAR READING PROOliM
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Sotmd-symbol tasks are part of every lesson. Distar Reading focuses
on forty basic sound-symbols which are introduced in a carefully con
trolled eequence with each symbol representing one and only one sound.
To simplify the process, letter names are not taught; the children are
taught to identify each letter by the sotmd it represents.
Skills related to the code emphasis approach are developed at different
points in the program through Symbol-Action Games , Blending, Rhyming,
and Symbols-Say It Fast tasks.
Symbol-Action Games are designed to teach left-to-right orientation,
linear sequence, and other skills basic to reading. They teach the
child to sequence a series of actions , to answer questions about what
he did, to symbolize those actions, and then to "read" the symbols
in the proper sequence.
Blending tasks toach the children to sound out and combine parts of
words. The children learn to blend slowly ("spell" by sounds) and to
blend quickly (s83 it fast) . Isolated words a.re then blended into
sentences and then into short stories.
Rhyming tasks prepare the children £or reading words that look the
uarue by teaching that certain words, or word parts, sound the same.
The children focus on the pa.rte of a word that are eimilar, holding
those parts of the word constant and putting d.1.tterent beginnings or
endings on the fixed part.s.
Sy1r.bols-S� It Fast tasks are designed to teach the children to read
groups of words ae complete thoughts .
They are presented on the dqs
immediately preceding the introduction of the first story booklets.
The exercises in the Student Workbook, l«hich is used at the end of
the group instruction session, initially streea sound-symbol 8lld later
word-picture relationships .
The student material is coordinated with the teacher presentation
material . Every daily lesson is accompanied by student material that
related directly to the group instruction. Distributed daily to the
children, the etud.ent material serves to enhance motivation, reinforce
ment, and evaluation. Every taak achieved ie rewarded. For learning
the sound taught each d1J1, the child receives a sheet of paper illus
trating the sound to take home. For working through a blending exer
cise, the child is rewarded with a high interest story . The 11take
homes" function as strong incentives; a child works hard to receive
something he can keep. They also reinforce what ie taught during the
lesson and provide a means of evaluating the lesson. The child receives
the take home only after he has demonstrated his mastery of the skills.
These take homes are also used to teach the child writing skills.

APPENDIX J

PROJECT RAPID
(p.IVALUATION AND ACTION fROGRAK
THIODi !NSTRUCTIONAL �IGN)

'£his program was devised under one of the Title programs . Each school
in the district hu a Qlua fQ.r the students (no nw:>re than twenty stu
dents ) who have been 1d.at.itied as having a social problem aseociated
with such factors as c�tllral deprivation, educational. retardation,
population IOC>bility, aocio-economio considerations and inadequate
school opportunities.

will originate 'Id.th tr.he regular classroom teacher 1n coopera
tion with the building priacipal and forwarded to the Director of Special
Education . Eligibilit7 tor special placement with the special teacher
shall be determined b7 a cue etudy fully reviewed by professional per
sonnel in a stat! contwenoe.
Rcfcrrale

Criteria for the olaas �

aa

tollows :

1.

Intelligence
&:S.Pt.J I.Q. o r above as determined on selected
group intel.lig-.• teats and/or individual psychological ex
amination.

2.

School Ach1e•111nt
achievement at least one year below
expectancy 19"1 baaed on mental age obtained .from group
and individ� .1at.elligence tests.
Special coneideration
for s tudmta iii tint grade baaed on readiness tests,
group and/or iiidividual intelligence tests, informal
achievement i.-.t-- and teacher's progress reportG.

J.

Social Facton1

-

-

a.
b.

Social pTc>motions

c.
d.

Varied aOhool

e.

Relationahi":l with peer group (classroom, plasrground,

ca
a
nr
m
it,}.

experiences

lnom truncf and delinquency
Hoae Co...UUona:
(1) foater Home

(2) Broken Home
(3) Suapected physical

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

Suspected alcoholism
illness
Socio-economic status

(8) Mental
(9)

abuse

•-o.c. recipient
lno1Cl criminal offenses
Swspeoted sexual offenses
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The curriculum will be designed to meet the individual needs of the

children.
Within practical limitations, the curriculum of the re
gular classroom will be followed utilizing remedial techniques and
supplemented with enriching materials and experiences.

The limitation� of the four walls of a school will be eliminated as
field trips and other practical experiences will be considered as an
important part o.r the program.

A multi-disciplinary approach involving regular classroom and itinerant
teachora, psychologist, social workers, school district supervisors,
school nurses, conmunity coneultanta and agencies will be an integral
part of the program and seemingly , a most practical way of developing
the curriculum.
The students have an evaluation of progress on a regular basis;
a.

Every three JnOntha , Director of Special Education,
building principals, regular classroom and special
teachers and oth•r profes.1ional staff meet to eval
uate student ' s progress.

b.

Individual progress reports are written annually or
at time of d.iamis eal.

c.

Informal conferences with special and regular class
room teachers are scheduled weekly.

d.

A progress report to parents i s prepared at least
twice a year.
(January and May)

e.

Parent-teacher conterences a.re scheduled as needed,
but not less than twice a. year.

f.

If a student is given
school social wrker,
tained and the social
participate in stat!,
ences.

individual cowuselling by the
a case record shall be main
wrker shall be requested to
teacher, and parent confer

The above mentioned program is a strong program that is having a good
influence on the children, staff and community.

APPENDIX

K

LIVING THINGS CURRICULl)(

I.

Primary Unite

A.

Social
1.

Family
a.

b.
o.

d.
e.

2.

Understanding our emotions
Understanding the eootions of others

Plant and Animal Growth and Development

1.

Plante
a.

b.
c.
d.
C.

Members of the family
Changes in the family
Re8ponsibilities of members
Importance of shelter
Cooperation in the family

Personal Development
a.
b.

B.

Relationships

Kinds ot plants
Parts of plants
Reproduc tion of plants
Conditions necessary for growth

Human Growth and Development

1.

The five eenses

2.

S.ystems
a.
b.
c.
d.

J.

Circulatory
Respiratory
Elimination
Reproduction

Conditions necessary for growth
a.
b.
c.

Home
Health
Commun1 ty

The intermadiate units are the

into more detail.

sair1e,

but are exp�Jded in those grades
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The curriculum was developed for pilot use at Taft School and could be
later used by other schools . The program has had excellent acceptance
but the furor that has been going on in the nation regarding sex educa
tion has slowed up the use of the program in some of the other schools�
The guide that was developed has exccllont activities and annotated
bibliograpey of materials .
The corm-.J. ttee spent much time reviewing
materials for the program.

APPENDIX
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BEXlllfflING SCHOOL
The Beginning School has been organized under the following rationale:
A long tena IOlution to problems of unemployment , delinquency, and
discr11lination in urban areas is through education; and the objective
of an 1nter.eation program should be preventiYe and should beet be
focueed oe et.rl:r 7ears of development rather than on remedial and
correctioea.l procedures. With this particular rationale in 1nind,
the following objectives were deterrr�ned;

l.

To organize

and demonstrate a model i n pre-school

eduaat1on.

2.

To

better prepare pre-school children to meet the

cSwand1 in an academic classroom.
3.

To dnel.op models of teaching behavior des igned
to ..et the needs of children.

Currentl.T t.be program baa been organized so as to provide structured
and inteneive presentation of academic skills in the areas of arith
metic, lAnguage and �g. To accomplish this task, a head teacher
and two teacher aaaiatants teach the children for two and one-half
hour period in tho morning and spend their afternoons in evaluating
each child ' • progreaa and plann.ing for the next day's activities.
During the course ot the morning program, the children are divided
in to three gtOupe tot arithmetic , language and reading activities.
Each group r•ce1vea twenty minutes of direct instruction in each
of the acadedc area.a with ai:,litional tiJue for permissi ve plan and
large group activitiee in music, phys ical education and art.
Cur
rently the Be!"eiter-flllgelmann approach DL�TAR direct instructioneJ.
system or teachirag arithmetic and roading, is being utilized , Many
of the chlldr•n haft learned several so undo, such as ''m" , "an, 11sn and
so forth and .,.. able to recognize these sotmds in isolation, with
marzy- on a page• .att written either horizontally or vertically. In
addition, thq can blend eounc.ts and spell using the oounds that they
know how to blend. 11fm.1 or the children are trying to decode symbols
into words wherenr they � see them.
ln addition to helping to prepare the children to meet the demand!3
of the academic claeeroom, the program ia developing teaching models

1n-semce

whereby an
training program may develop for
inter sted in a developnental approach to learning

n.:r.c

e

direct teaching methodology.

teach0rs who

that emphasizes
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This eenter is a serrt.ce orgtotsatic>n workinB to clo se the gap between
exist.iJ:ag available reaouroes ._., those desirable for good educational.
experiences. It supplements end doea not supplant the materials center
desiraDl.e 1D each elementaq aobool .

The area served incorpontee 26 public schools with an enrollment.
at llt2SO in grades 1-8 Md 19 nonpublic schools with an enrollment ot 6,u4.
... . .
B.

Objectives

To provide eelected, o� evaluated materials that will
uaiet teachers in th• i�-..ment or classroom instruction.
inatructiona.l program (in co
operation with the Joliet, ,hblic Library) for ele1uentarJ
school children, grmdee J-8. 'Nbo would normally not receive
euch inetruction.
To operate a pilot llbrU7

·

To circulate all availtbl• ..terials to schools upon request.
To encourage and um\: \be organization or material centers
in each element&17 Hbotl.•
To provide in-senioe � for teachers in the use of
media.

new

To develop a prot...ioaal library.
C.

Services
Pilot Schools. Pin public and five nonpublic schools in th�
northeast quadrant, ot tM city are designed as pilot schoo1s.
They receive d_,..t.raW.- materials and heavy equipnent on a
need and trial btei• and participate in a special library in
struction progna to� ga-.Sea ,5-8 . Lessons are conducted four
da.,)'s a week, Mo� tb.-o� Thursda¥, from 9:15 a.m. to ll:l5 a.m.
<:me public and oae 1aODPublio school claas is bussed to the center,
accompar1ied by a � teacher; this gives instructional ata!f
of the schools aD. opportunity for in-service training. In addi
tion to the st.not.UNd leaeons , children and teachers use the
periodicals, boek1, filmstrip previewers, overhead tranBparencies,
and other media. pertaining to their cw-riculum. With the coopera
tion of the Joliet Public Librar'
J, the first sessions are held
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in a realistic library setting in that institution, since working
with established coIIJnunity resources is one of the objectives of
the program.. Work sheets and an outline of the course are pre
pared at the center and given to children and teachers .
Distributing services for Titles I, II,
By unifying frag
mentary and fractional projects in a central location, minimal sup
plies are used more effectively.
Films from the Joliet-Union-Fair
mont Film Cooperative, Title II E.S.E.A. , are scheduled here, and
SCREEN
assistance is given in selecting and evaluating the5e films.
NEWS DIGEST films are available here for community as well as school
All schools in District 86.

and III, E.S.E.A. are consolidated at the canter.

use.

Consultant Service-Library .
IJ.bra.ry consultant help is given to all
3chools upon request. Guide lines are provided for clerical aides
Book li.att>
and volunteer groups that work in elementary libraries.
An Afro
are compiled for opeci.tic needs in i.ndivid'1Bl schools .
American bibliograptzy", which includes records, filmstrips , books ,
posters, and charts has been prepared for each school.
Assistance
in weeding and discarding books is given.
An annotated list of
children's periodicals is provided.
All professional books end special
reference volWDes are housed at the c enter , as well as the curriculum
laboratory with textbooks and courses of study.
Consultant Service-Audiovisual .

Thi& department schedules and dis

tributes films , filmstrips, multimedia kita, models, teaching machines,

tr8Jl!lparencies, tapes, and record.e to all District 86 schools .
Laminating and
Facilities are available for making transparencies.
dry mount service is available. Heavy equipment is aent out on a
rotating basis to pilot schools.
Sorvices of a graphic artist are
provided. Notification of new materiale received is sent to teachers,
and demonstrations ot e.quipnent �e held.

This center provides the opportl.Udty for teachers of both public and
parochial schools to test change in behavior.
Teachers learn how to
assess their own behavior in weekly seminars and learn new techniques

such as the inquiry and discovery methods, role pl�ring, indictive teach
ing, problem oolving and the use of small groups.
Teachers at the center
utilize various media such as video and audio tape, single concept films,

films, filmstrips, transparencies, posters, and art for1!l5 .
Seminars include development o:f sen.siti vity to classroon1 interaction.

Participants learn how to set behavioral and content goal.a that can be
measured and evaluated by the teacher himself .
Children from 3rd, 4th and 8th grades attend with their teachers for
six weeks or instruction 1n Joliet-Will County, lllinoia and current
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problems of the United States.
Increased student participation moti
vates children ' s dctive interest in social studies .
Follow-up sessions are held atter teachers have attended the c�nter
and have apent some time back in their classrooms.
The3e meetings
help rcinforce techniques and identify problems the teacher Jr.8¥ be
facing. Teachers and students arc both involved in the evaluation
of the program.
lg1NA KEITH P@NSTRATlONSCHOOL
The core of the Edna Keith Demonstration School ' s educational program
includes the following concepts :
l.

2.

3 ..

4.

5.

A program of continuous growt.h
Cooperative teaching
Flexible echeduling
lntra,..pereonal grading sy:Jtem
Curriculum revision

A.

Thie concept focueea on the fact that each child learns at a
di!ferent rate and that he should be allowed to operate on his
own level of achievement .
Under thin concept a child HNEVf..R"
fails, but continues at his own ability as much as is practical.

B.

This concept suppose that through the pooling of knowledge and
abilities, each teacher becomes more effective .
Given the task
of grouping in large and aml&ll groups and grouping heterogeneously
and homogeneously, teachers realize the necessity of working to
gether as a team.

C.

This concept acknowledges the fact that if children are to be
grouped across classroom barriers and even grade barriers , it is
essential that the schedule o � the school be designed to allow
for a greater degree of flexibility .
The schedule may be a modular
or a flexible block type so long as it meets the needs of the ex
isting program and anticipates the changes which may occur during
the year .

D.

This concept is a natural result of the program ot continuous
growth and individual inetruction.
It quite simply sqs that
each child should be graded in relation to his own ability .

E.

I:istead of teaching only textbooks, we are revising our curricul\nn
in terme of skills # concepts, and understanding . The curriculum
is being written to indicate what skills , concepts, and under
Gtandings are to be taught in a given unit nt a given stage of the
child 's progress through the educational program.
The skills,
concepts, and understandings are beins set up in order of diffi
culty ao that provision can be made for at least four basic types

-75of curricultnn .
a

All children do not need to raaater all skills of
We divide our curriculum according to the following a

given unit.

Skills to be undcrs tood by slow children.
(under-achieving) .
2.

SkillB to be understood by average children.
Skills to be understood only by talented
children.

(accelerated).

SPECIAL REAPING
This program, built around the needs of the pupils in Keith School,

1-14, �en a diagnostic and remedial approach to individual
reading disabilities. utilization of the best as well as the most

lcvel5

recent method.a in remedial instruction in correction of specific
deficiencies of oach pupil is the project attitude .
Various audio-visual aids are employed such

as

the Controlled Reader,

The Hoffman Reader, the Language Master, the Peabody Language Kit,

various tapes, filmstrips , and transparencies.

The music program at Keith School has been planned so that there w.i.11
bo a continuous growth

and develo�ent in musical experiences from

the kindergarten through grade 5 .
Active participation by each child
i s encouraged whether it is in singing, rhythmic movement or in learn
ing to plSiY simple accompaniments on instrmnents made available to
ua under Title III.
We also provide for worthwhile li3tening experiences so that our boys
and girls will learn to know gooc music and appreciate fine musical
performances.
PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

The phyaical education program at Keith School ia being directed toward
purposeful activities centered arotmd the bod,y, �ts movement, care and

us e .

A program of this nAture will not only prepare for the ne�ds and

interests of the children, but will help them maintain physical !it

noss, achieve social mtmity and meet with satisfaction the problems
rela1 ing to one ' s time .

